
Feed Mixer Weighing 
Feed Management

Optimize inputs
Feed just what they need



As competition increases and margins squeeze, livestock 
farmers need solutions that reduce inputs and increase 
production. With feed accounting for over 50% of operating 
costs and significantly impacting performance, precision 
management is essential for profitability. Feed mixers 
efficiently combine ingredients, forming a total mixed ration 
(TMR). Mixer weighing systems allow users to manage and 
track feed loads to improve efficiency, reduce waste, and 
support calculated management strategies. While many 
farmers continue to manage with hand-written feed sheets, 
connected software, eliminating paper and streamlining the 
workflow is the next evolution of operation management. 
Our solutions improve efficiencies, reduce costs, and 
optimize production by tracking exactly what was fed.

After determining the feed plan or TMR, loading is the next 
step in managing inputs, improving efficiency, optimization, 
and enabling performance tracking. Topcon feed mixer 
weighing, comprising Digi-Star product line indicators, 
convertors and load cells, ensures accurate execution 
and logging. Our solutions also offer a mobile app as 
an additional display (CabControl or TAP FEED) and a 

Topcon Technology:  
Indicator, Convertor, Display, App

Highly accurate load monitoring 
and logging technology

Clear indicators as display 
including mobile app option 
connected via Bluetooth®

Complementary TAP FEED 
software, tied directly to the 
weighing workflow

Remote hardware 
support plus mixer 
maintenance functionality Reduce 

Costs
Optimize 

Production
Improve 

Efficiency

connection point to feed management software (TAP 
FEED). The TAP FEED app goes beyond real-time load 
monitoring, offering basic reports, loads, recipes, and 
feeding groups. Start with basic digital feed management 
in the app and connect to TAP FEED software for more 
robust capability when ready.



Proven Feed Mixer Weighing

Easy-to-Use Feed Management Software
Building upon its predecessor, TMR Tracker, TAP FEED 
is the latest evolution in modern feed management. Our 
software is cloud-based and tied to the feed mixer via 
Bluetooth connection from the indicator to the TAP FEED 
app. The software provides a modern and intuitive interface 
with core feed management capability, including planned 
integration of the most advanced features from TMR 
Tracker. With subscription options to suit every operation, 
farmers can easily manage products, feeding groups, 
feed lists, mixer loads, feeding periods, operators, and 
more. Efficiently create and export comprehensive reports, 
including ingredients usage, loads, DM intake per head, 

ration delivery, group delivery, and operator accuracy. 
Permit access and share with trusted advisors, too.  
Feed management has never been easier, more 
connected, or cost-effective.
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TAP FEED App
Start with the App tied 

directly to the mixer

TAP FEED Lite
Digital feed Management  

for any operation

TAP FEED Pro
Advanced capability tailored 

for dairy operations

TAP FEED Feedlot
Advanced Capability for 

Feedlot Operations

TAP FEED Advisor
Streamline data and 

management between feed 
advisors and farmers

TAP FEED Software
Featuring core digital feed 
management features with 

subscription options for more 
advanced dairies and advisors.

Cloud-based available on common  
PC browsers. Automatically syncs 

data with the TAP FEED app. 

Easily transfer data from an existing 
TMR Tracker account.

Wired 
Connection

Cloud Transfer  
(Cellular or Wi-Fi)

Indicator 

2810 BT / 3410 BT

Convertor 

SL2 BT

Display 

Digi-Star FD1

Data Transfer Device 

CL-55

TAP FEED App

•   The Digi-Star FD1 Premium Feeding solution can connect with all indicators referenced on this page 
plus many other legacy indicators. Chat with a Topcon sales representative for a full compatibility list.

Connection 
(Bluetooth)

Automatic Cloud  
Transfer via CL-55  
(Optional Cellular)

TAP FEED Subscriptions for Any Livestock Operation

•   Legacy Digi-Star indicators, including the EZ3600, EZ4600, TMR 3610, TMR 4610, 
and TST 7600 are compatible with TMR Tracker Software and TAP FEED Software.

USB or Radio or Wi-Fi


